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Magnetic Nanoparticles 
in Ferrofluids

used with DC magnetic fields to shape and cure 
MNP loaded polymer epoxies 
MNPs form rigid chains that depend upon the 
magnetic field configuration
Application: Bone tissue scaffolding
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Alignment of dipole moments

Application: stretching of ferrogel promotes collagen synthesis and alignment



Chain Formation
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An NdFeB permanent magnet was used to induce chain growth in the ferrofluids. The macroscopic chains are formed radially, circumferentially or laterally depending on the field geometry or randomly with no applied field. 

MNPs were also dispersed on pieces of tape for characterization of the nanoparticles themselves. 




Synthesis

Plasma torch synthesis

Cryo-milling

UltrasonificationFerrofluid
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The FeCo MNPs used in this study were synthesized in a radio-frequency (RF) induction plasma torch (PT) with the option of cryo-milling (CM) afterwards. 

PT = “gun”

During cryo-milling, the as-synthesized nanopowders are ground in a cryogen slurry to improve the monodispersity of the particles.  This is why we choose to look at CM!

The PT or CM MNPs were then ultrasonicated in bisphenyl F to form a viscous ferrofluid. 



Samples

0.5wt% CM random 1.0wt% CM sides 0.5wt% CM bottom

3.0wt% PT bottom

10 mm 10 mm

10 mm

10 mm



Small Angle Neutron 
Scattering (SANS)

H

•SANS analyzes structural and 
magnetic scattering. 

•Structural features can be 
subtracted to leave only magnetism.

Length scales probed: 10-500nm
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We examined CM and PT nanoparticles with varying weight concentrations and chain geometries using small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and ultra small angle neutron scattering (USANS) to learn about the nanoparticle and chain structure. 

10 to 500 nm –SANS

Neutrons can see magnetic moments
SANS analyzes structural and magnetic features. We can ultimately subtract out the structural to only see the magnetism





Ultra Small Angle 
Neutron Scattering (USANS)

Length scales probed: 100 to 10000 nm
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2 orders of magnitude greater range than SANS

100 to 10000 nm – USANS

Fits to these data provide information about the average nanoparticle size, dispersity and length of chaining. 



Superconducting Quantum 
Interference Device (SQUID)

-
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Magnetization measurements



Results

Asymmetry in MNP Chains
SQUID Magnetometry
Field Dependence



2D SANS

0.5wt% CM Random

0.5wt% CM sides

Blank Epoxy

Low Q data
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Circular average



SANS
I(q

)

q(A-1)
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0.5wt% CM sides parallel
●

 

0.5wt% CM sides perpendicular
●

 

0.5wt% CM random
●

 

Blank epoxy
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Sector averages (0 and 90)



USANS
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0.5wt% CM sides perpendicular
●

 

0.5wt% CM sides parallel
●

 

0.5wt% CM random

I(q
)

USANS

SANS

q(A-1)



Structural Asymmetry 
of Chains

Low Q scattering
-

 
Large structure clustering

Long range chain structure
-perpendicular: shorter clusters
-parallel: longer clusters

Long length scales along both 
directions of chain



FeCo 0.5wt% CM sides (F) 298K Par and Perp
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Magnetometry

Coercivity:
Parallel: 10 kA/m
Perpendicular: 15 kA/m

H

Parallel

H

Perpendicular

Saturation:
Parallel: smaller
Perpendicular: larger
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The lengthscales extracted from fits to the SANS and USANS data will be interpreted in light of the SQUID magnetometry results which revealed a difference in the crystallographic anisotropy for a CM chained sample. 

Perpendicular has a greater coercivity- greater magnetic field required to align magnetic moments, makes sense because this is perpendicular to the chain and field
Saturation: Parallel has a better curve, due to the longer length scale along the chain




Magnetometry

Coercivity difference between parallel 
and perpendicular directions
Position of magnetic moments in 
MNPs

H H
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When an external magnetic field is applied to a ferromagnet, the atomic dipoles align themselves with the external field. Even when the external field is removed, part of the alignment will be retained: the material has become magnetized 

the intensity of the applied magnetic field required to reduce the magnetization of that material to zero after the magnetization of the sample has been driven to saturation 



Field Dependence

Perpendicular Parallel

Sample SampleDetector Detector

H H

Across width of chains Along length of chains
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SANS with magnetic field gives info about magnetic structure



Field Dependence
 0.5wt% CM Chained Parallel

1106 kA/m 16.590 kA/m

Magnetic Selection Rule:
No scattering parallel to wave vector Q
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Magnetic Selection Rule

Larger fields line up magnetization. Scattering parallel to Q, no magnetic scattering is seen, scattering perpendicular to Q, can see magnetic scattering

Greater magnetic field, more asymmetry because of more chaining of the MNPs (longer)



Field Dependence
 0.5wt% CM Chained Parallel

I(q
)

q(A-1)

●

 

16.590 kA/m
●

 

79 kA/m
●

 

316 kA/m
●

 

11060 kA/m
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Follows SQUID data, shows field dependence

Magnetization changes.

Higher the magnetic field, the less scattering




Field Dependence
 0.5wt% CM samples 16.590 kA/m 

w/ high field subtracted

q(A-1)

I(q
)

●

 

Perpendicular
●

 

Parallel
●

 

Random 

Magnetic correlation 
lengths from fractal fits:

Random: ~300Å

Chained: ~ 1100Å
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Random sample turns over, indicates short length scale

Vector average taken
At low field, both directions have relatively similar scattering, suggesting similar length scales in both directions and similar magnetization
Fitted with fractal polysphere model to give estimates of length scales

By subtracting out the high field, gives info on REMANENT field (0 field)
The subtracted physical structure gives info on the magnetic structure



Remanent
 

Magnetic State

Random: ~300ÅChained: ~1100Å

10 mm

10 mm



Conclusions

Epoxy stabilizes MNPs
Clusters forming clusters
Random vs. Chained samples:

Random Chained

Structural Long range
> 1x104 Å

Long range
> 1x104 Å

Magnetic Short range
~300 Å

Long range
~1100 Å



Future Work

Tape
CLT samples
Ferrogels

I(q
)

q(A-1)
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CLT07 Chains w/ Background
●

 

CLT03 w/ Background
●

 

CLT07 Random w/ Background
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